
gible, especially considering the amounts of activity which
may be used in Mab therapy. Simpkin et al. (4) studied the
spatial distribution of energy deposition from bremsstrah
lung radiation near point sources in a water medium. In this
paper, we will further investigate the importance of this
effect through evaluation of the results of Williams et al.
against calculations using bremsstrahlung spectra and pho
ton point kernels. We will also extend the results of these
calculations to calculate the bremsstrahlung radiation dose
from organs in the heterogeneous phantom most often used
in internal dosimetry calculations (5).

METhODS

We sought to confirm by calculation the results of Williams et
al. (2) for a point source and then to extend the results to estimate
the bremsstrahlung component from some standard organs. We
used the following expression (5) for the specific absorbed frac
tion of energy at a distance x from a point source monoenergetic
photon emitter:

l@Lene @LXBen(LX)
@(x)=

4irx2p

The bremsstrahlung component of the decay scheme of beta
emthers has been traditionally ignored in internal dosimetry cal
culations. Methods: We have estimated the radiation dose from
the bremsstrahlung component ofthe decay scheme of @Â°Yas a
function of distance from a point source in a liquid medium and
to body organs fromdistiibutedsources of @Â°Vin the liverand
spleen. Resufts: These estimates agree with measurements of
bremsstrahlungdose measured in a Rando phantom, and give
an estimate of the importance of this contribution to the overall
dosimetry. ConclusIons: The bremsstrahlung radiation ab
sorbed dose contribution from an organ to itself is very small
comparedto thatfromthe beta dose, butthe contributionto other
organs is not always negligible,especiallywhen large amounts
of 9o.j may be involved,as intherapy applications.

Key Words: internal dosimetry; bremsstrahlung radiation; ther
apy
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he bremsstrahlung component of the decay scheme of
beta emitters has been traditionally ignored in internal do
simetry calculations. This may have been due to a lack of
available methods for including this component in the cal
culations, or to the belief that the contribution of this com
ponent is negligible compared to that of other emissions.
The phenomenon of bremsstrahlung production is most
important at high energies and high medium atomic num
bers (1). With the use of @Â°Yin therapy for certain types of
cancers, especially through use of monoclonal antibodies
(Mabs), evaluation of the bremsstrahlung contribution to
dosimetry calculations should be examined. In a paper
given at the Annual Meeting of the Society of Nuclear
Medicine in 1987 (2), Williams et al. reported measured
dose rates at different distances from a small source of @Â°Y
placed in a Rando phantom. Results of this work were
published later in a slightly different form (3). Their results
showed that this dosimetry component may not be negli
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Eq.1

where 4(x) is the specific absorbed fraction of energy at distance
x (g'); x is the distance from the point source (cm); s@1@is the
linear absorption coefficient for photons of the given energy
(cm@'); @LiS the linear attenuation coefficient for photons of the
given energy (cur'); B@@(px)is the energy absorption buildup
factor at the number of relaxation lengths ix and p is the medium
density (g cm3).

We used the buildup factors of Spencer and Simmons (6), the
IL and@ values for (ICRU 33) soft tissue of Hubbell (7) and the

bremsstrahlung photon spectrum for @Â°Ygiven by the EDISTR
computer code (8). The specific absorbed fraction for a source of
9oYwas estimated by integrating over the entire bremsstrahlung
spectrum:

rF
t1(x) =@ I@(x) dE = :@.: @t@(x) @E,

Jo 0
Eq.2

Em@ for @Â°Yis 2.27 MeV.

Estimation of the value of 4 allows calculation of the absorbed
dose at fixed distances from the point source in the infinite, ho
mogeneous tissue medium (9):

D(x) = T @: 11(x), Eq.3
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Dose(Gy/MBq)Wdliams

atal.Distance
(cm)(2)Thiswork3.01

.62 x iO@1 .61 xiO@3.91.07
x iO@9.05 xiO@5.94.08
x iO-@4.00 xiO@8.21

.84 x iO@1 .84 xi0@182.05
x 10_62.05 x1O_6249.46x1079.46x107311.62

x iO@3.51 x iO@

I-@WdT@N*Lâ€”4--EXTERNALÂ±TOTAl.

where D(x) is the absorbed dose at distance x per unit initial
activity (Gy/MBq); ris the residence time of activity in the source
region (hr); and A is the mean energy emitted per unit cumulated
activity (Gy g MBq' hr').

The quantity@ is numerically equal to (2.13 n1E,), where n is
the frequency of occurrence of emissions with energy E. (9); the
quantities n and E are provided by the EDISTR code (8).

We estimated D(x) between x = 1 and x = 50 cm, through
complete decay of a @Â°Ysource (as was the case for the measured
data). After obtaining the absorbed dose at a number of chosen
distances from the source, we plotted the calculated estimates of
absorbed dose per unit initial activity as a function of distance
from the point source and fitted a multiple-exponential curve
through the points.

We then developed S-values (10) for @Â°Ybremsstrahlung emis
sions for activity uniformly distributed throughout the liver and
spleen of the standard reference male phantom (5) by folding the
EDISTR bremsstrahlung energy spectrum over the specific ab
sorbed fractions (5) as a function of energy for these source
regions. The liver and spleen were chosen because they are lo
cated near a number of organs in the phantom and often accumu
late significant quantities of activity in therapy applications. Use
of any other source organs in the phantom is straightforward.
S-values for these two source organs were calculated for most
available target regions.

RESULTS

The EDISTR bremsstrahlung spectra employed are
shown in Figure 1. Our calculated values for the dose per
unit activity as a function of distance from the point source
are given in Table 1. The empirically observed function
describing dose as a function of distance from the point
source is given by the expression:

D(x) = 1.08x 10 2â€¢e 1.85x@ 3.8 x 10 â€œâ€¢e 0.423x

+ 1.78 x 10-@ â€¢e 0.125x p@ 4

where D(x) is the absorbed dose at distance x per unit
initial activity (GyIMBq) and x is the distance from the
source (cm), between 1 and 50 cm.

FIGURE 1. Spectrum given by the EDISTR code for internal,
external(softtissuemedium),andtotalbremsstrahlung.

TABLE 1
Com@son of Calculationsand Measurementsof

Bremsstrahlung Absorbed Doses Near a Point Source of
Yttnum-90

This function is shown in Figure 2, along with our cal
culated values and the measured data of Williams et al.
S-values for a source uniformly distributed throughout the
liver and spleen of the standard adult phantom (5) are
shown in Tables 2 and 3. A comparison of beta and
bremsstrahlung doses near a point source of @Â°Yis given in
Figure 3. The beta dose function is taken from the findings
of Cross et al. (11).

DISCUSSION

The calculated absorbed dose values are in excellent
agreement with the measured values of Williams et al. (2),
except at the largest distance (31 cm). The function for
absorbed dose as a function of distance from a point source
of @Â°Y(Fig. 2) fit the measured data very well. D(x) from
x = 1 to x = 50 cm is shown over this range. We find that
the dose to soft tissue at about 3 cm from a 520-MBq (14
mCi) source of @â€˜Â°Y(through complete decay) would be
about 80 mOy (8 rad), in agreement with the estimate of 60
mGy (6 rad) given by Williams et al. (2).
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FiGURE 2. Absorbed dose in a water medium due to
bremsstrahlung rad@tionnear a point source of @Â°Y,through corn
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son with CalcUlatedvalues (this work) and measured values of
Williamsat al. (2).
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Target organS-value(mGy/MBq-hr)Adrenals1.01

xio-@Brain3.70
xiO@Breasts1.64x105Gallbladder

wall2.07 xiO@Lower
largeintestinewall3.65 x10_6Small
intestine2.55 xiO@Stomach

wail3.27 xiO@Upper
large intestine wall4.16 x1O@Heart

wall5.24 xiO@Kidneys6.65
xi0@Liver6.30
xiO@Lungs4.81
xiO@Muscle1.81

xOvaries8.60
x10_6Pancreas8.38

xRedmarrow1.95x105Bone

surfaces2.38 xi05Skin9.14
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x 10_6
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TABLE 2
S-Values for Bremsstrahlung Dose to Various Target Organs

froma UniformSource of Yttrium-90in the Liver 1.OE+03
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FIGURE3. Bremsstrahlungandbetadose perunitactivityof a
goy point source in a water medium, through complete decay.
Bremsstrahlungdoses calculated(thiswork);beta doses from(11).

The S-values for target organs from @Â°Yactivity in the
liver and spleen of the adult (Tables 2 and 3) show that the
bremsstrahlung contribution to the source organ is small
compared to that from the beta particles themselves (S(liv
er @â€”liver) = 0.3 mGyIMBq-hr, S(spleen *â€”spleen) = 3.0
mGy/MBq-hr) (10). The contribution to other organs, how
ever, may be considerable if large amounts of activity are
in these regions. This contribution may still be small if
these target regions receive a beta dose from activity they
contain in their cells or blood content. Much depends on
the radionuclide kinetics in a given situation; however, all
contributions to total dose should be considered in therapy
applications.

As shown in Figure 3, the beta point source function
is greater than that of the bremsstrahlung function by
more than three orders of magnitude at 0.1 cm in soft
tissue (values below 1 cm in this plot were obtained di
rectly by calculation, not by solution of Equation 4; this
equation is only valid from x = 1â€”50cm). This ratio
decreases to near unity, however, as one approaches
1.0 cm. Near and beyond the cut-off of the beta ab
sorbed dose component (near 1.1 cm in soft tissue),
the bremsstrahlung dose component predominates,
showing its importance to tissues in this distance interval.
Qini@ali@, this may have significance in the normal
tissues adjacent to tumor surfaces. Examples include
lung, liver and normal marrow parenchyma surrounding
primary and metastatic lesion sites.

An example drawn from the literature involves
hepatic artery infusion of @Â°Yglass microspheres (12). If
the microsphere density achieved in this study were
reproduced in a human liver, the cumulated activity is
estimated to be 9.74 x 10â€•MBq-hr. This would result
in a bremsstrahlung dose to the gallbladder of approxi
mately 20 mGy (2.0 rad), to the adrenals of 9.8 mGy
(0.98 rad), to the pancreas of 8.2 mGy (0.82 rad), and to
the kidneys of 6.5 mGy (0.65 rad), assuming no other
significant sources of exposure.

TABLE 3
S-Values for Bremsstrahlung Dose to Vatious Target Organs

from a Uniform Source of Yttrium-90 in the Spleen
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Calculated values of absorbed dose due to bremsstrah
lung radiation from a source of @Â°Yhave been shown to be
in agreement with the measured absorbed doses of Wil
hams et al. (2). The calculations employed the energy
buildup factor method and the known bremsstrahlung pho
ton spectrum for 9Â°Y.S-values for bremsstrahlung dose
from activity in two organs of a heterogeneous phantom
were also calculated by folding the bremsstrahlung photon
spectrum over existing specific absorbed fractions for
those organs as sources. The results showed that
bremsstrahlung doses may not always be negligible in ra
dionuclide therapy applications. These results can be eas
ily extended to other radionuclides or geometries.
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